
Dear aim, 	re NYTimee a':rien on CIA/publishing 	 12/28/77 
As Iwas reading the Crowdson series in the iimes beginning 12/25 it apoeared that 

there are em.a• facts we right be able to WO in Fala mutters. 
12/25t the CIA embelliehes and dietorts, as with the Khruschev speech, the words and 

the illustration of the article. 
AP, re injunction request, "estimates that its dispatches alone reach half the world's 

Population in some form." 
Barren's book was a CIA job, an the content made obvious. it "has assisted authors 

wrath books that it felt might serve sore operational purpoce...One such case eels the 
agency's decision to cooperate with John 2arron in his rasearch 6a a recent bock about the 
Soviet K.C.H. ..." As i told you its content was from the CIA and relating to 1448 is 
a series of stories about defectors, the kind of inforaation it claims it has to withhold 
in the litigation. !Cote that the Archives has never responded to my asking if the withheld 
information is or is not included in CIA releases subsequent to its :review." 

12/261 Whatever the explanation, here the Times and Crewdson say less about book 
publishing than has been published. One not mentioned is libeeal Luce, then publisher of 
the New Republic. (Which I think also worked with them.) 

./hotda  amid ;LIeR6a11,9TaFreer are 'neatened aa CIA supported. Death figure in the 
JF4 assaseination story. BehomiZWihted pure propaganda that had Castro killing J1?I and 
Inter-American Aid the equivalent, giving a forum to such as thr Carbon of the Cuban. 
lunatic edge. This means CIA did it. Their people did. 

12/271 Ditto for their Hal Hendrix, of whom this story says much legs than is public, 
like laaviata out his ITT connection, did air the insane Cuban febricationz about Oswald 
and about Ca -taro being the JAC assassin. I think the late Jules DuBoio figured in ate  ler 
stories. He also was a CIA type. I think also in la 

Also in the iseus of th- 27th is an obit of William Langer. I draw yourattention to 
what it says in the second column, not mantionod in the obit in tAlay's Post - that he 
drew upon claseifiod documents in his book suaaorting the official t8 position of sup art 
for the Vichy 'reach while op,oaing De. Faulle. Charles aeard objected to such *special 
favors." This in another case of there toeing no classification When there is percoi7ed 
political objective. 

So it in that Langer case to Lave a copyright on the olaaaified official inforaation 
that was not made available to others. 

str opinion is that the Times had ease official help in these dramatically under-
written stories so everyone else could aoaear worse than the Times, whose CIA service was 
eaposed earlier. With thin being the grist of the current Congressional mill it will also 
epaaar to Times readers that the Times exposed what the Congress then investigated. I'd 
be surprieeft if they did not inform the Times as such as possible. 


